Custom Spring Pins

- Baker can produce many special size spring pins on existing tooling. The variation can be in the outside diameter, wall thickness, length—or in all three dimensions, whether inch or metric.
- Sizes range up to 1" O.D. x 5" long x .125 wall.
- Our slotted spring pins are chamfered and formed in our standard automated process. They can be produced from high carbon steel or stainless steel in a variety of finishes.

Wire and Tubing Connectors

- Wire and tubing connectors, or ferrules, save by using split seam tubes to give greater strength where wires are joined, such as in auto seat springs and display units.
- Save by using split seam tubes to connect pipe or tubing from either inside or outside. Specify I.D. or O.D., length, wall thickness, type of metal, finish, and special features such as open or closed seams, soft or spring temper.